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Research using biometric data relies on consistent measurements within, and often
among, observers. However, research into the relative importance of intra- and interobserver variability is limited. More importantly, the influence of biometric variability
on accurate quantification of biometric-based condition indices has not been analysed: it is unclear whether multiple errors become magnified or cancel one another
out. Here, we quantify intra- and inter-specific variability in multiple biometrics, and
derived condition indices, using museum bird specimens. Inter-observer variability
was higher than intra-observer variability for all parameters. Measurement error (ME)
varied from < 1% to > 50% for different biometrics. ME was magnified in condition
estimates, reaching > 80% within-observers and > 90% among-observers. Significant
differences in mean measurements were found for 17% and 67% of biometrics withinand among-observers, respectively; for condition indices, the figures were 50% and
67%, respectively. We discuss the implications of these findings for research into species’ ecology, taxonomy and behaviour.

Introduction
Many ecological studies rely on accurate biometric data. Measurements of physical traits often
form the basis of research into taxonomic and
phylogenetic relationships (e.g. Corti et al. 1988,
Smith et al. 2004), life history traits such as
growth and sexual size dimorphism (Hunt & Hunt
1976, Weckerly 1998) and trait heritably (Alatalo

et al. 1990). When combined with other information, biometrics are also used to test evolutionary
concepts [e.g. Cope’s rule (Kingsolver & Pfennig 2004)], examine biogeographical patterns [e.g.
Bergmann’s rule of body size (Ashton 2002)] and
explain social interactions such as dominance and
aggression (Searcy 1979, Barrette & Vandal 1990).
In addition to use of primary biometric data,
measurements of physical traits are frequently
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combined to quantify the condition of individuals, often as a proxy for fitness. These estimates
of condition, including trait asymmetry, can be
used to determine: (1) cues used for mate selection (Møller 1992, Schlüter et al. 1998); (2) costs
or benefits conferred by specific behaviours such
as nest-site selection (Goodenough et al. 2008);
and (3) non-lethal consequences of parasitism
and disease (Merino & Potti 1995). Such biometric-derived condition indices are commonly
used in cross-taxonomic studies (e.g. Mousseau
& Roff 1987), as well as species-specific research
on vertebrates and invertebrates (e.g. Krebs &
Singleton 1993, Hogg et al. 1995, Grieco 2003).
The possibility that intra- and inter-observer
variability in recording biometrics can generate
a significant source of measurement error is not
new. For example, Evans (1964) and Nisbet et
al. (1970) showed inter-observer variation in the
measurement of bird wing length, while Pankakoski et al. (1987) and Palmeirim (1998) showed
that mammal biometrics are also subject to measurement error. Variability can be reduced by using
standardised methods (Evans 1964, Arendt &
Faaborg 1989), however the potential for residual
variability still remains — for example, linked to
whether the recorder is right or left handed (Helm
& Albrecht 2000). Residual variation, both within
and among observers, is a particular concern
when biometrics are used to assess condition.
However, despite Krebs and Singleton (1993)
asserting that observer-based variability must be
eliminated for biometric-based condition indices
to be worthwhile, there has been little quantification of variation in biometric measurements
themselves other than for wing length (Evans
1964, Nisbet et al. 1970, Helm & Albrecht 2000)
and skeletal parameters (Pankakoski et al. 1987,
Yezerinac et al. 1992, Palmeirim 1998). Perhaps
more importantly, there has been no analysis of
the influence of variability in biometric measurements on biometric-based indices of condition,
such that it is uncertain whether numerous small
errors in multiple biometric parameters become
magnified (a big effect on condition estimates),
or simply cancel each other out during calculations (a minimal effect). This is surprising given
the controversy on the most appropriate way of
estimating condition on the basis of biometrics.
For example, despite several key papers on the
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statistical validity of quantifying condition on the
basis of the relationship between size and weight
(Jakob et al. 1996, García-Berthou 2001, Green
2001, Schulte-Hostedde et al. 2005), the potential role of intra- and inter-observer measurement
variability has not seemingly been considered.
The main reason for the lack of such research is
likely to be the difficulty in undertaking repeated
measurements, both within and among observers,
in the field. This is mainly because the time spent
handling live individuals must be minimised to
avoid undue stress, hypothermia or injury (Redfern & Clark 2001); a situation not conducive
to studies of variability. Moreover, in the field,
repeated measurements by the same observer
either have to be taken in quick succession within
one recording session, allowing measurements
to be remembered, or several days later when
biometrics, especially weight, could be subject to
natural change (Arendt & Faaborg 1989, Krebs &
Singleton 1993).
In this study, we use museum bird specimens to obtain repeated biometric measurements
within and among observers (i.e. repeatability
and reproducibility: Gosler 2004). Our aims are
two-fold. Firstly, we quantify both intra- and
inter-observer variability of initial biometrics to
ascertain their relative importance. This is apparently the first attempt to quantify relative importance by simultaneously considering both types of
variability, and any interactions between them, in
a single study. Secondly, we calculate six different
condition indices based on the initial biometrics
to establish whether errors become magnified
or nullified during calculation. Again we determine the relative importance of intra-observer and
inter-observer variation for each index, as well
as whether variability is related to species size.
This is seemingly the first time that the potential
impact of biometric measurement errors on the
precision of commonly-used condition measures
has been analysed, for any taxonomic group.

Methods
Measuring avian biometrics
Twenty five individual adult birds, each from a
different species, were selected from the natural
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history collection at Gloucester City Museum
and Art Gallery (Gloucestershire, UK). These
birds had been prepared for display using standard taxidermy methods (Hangay & Dingley,
1986) and ranged in size from a mealy redpoll
Carduelis flammea (total length = 12 cm) to a
goshawk Accipiter gentilis (total length = 55
cm). Six biometric measurements were taken of
each bird according to standard protocols and
using standard equipment (Table 1). It should
be noted that the weights recorded were not, in
themselves, meaningful, since the weight of a
museum specimen will differ from the weight of
a live individual. However, since we were only
interested in the variability of weight measurements, and of condition assessments that use
weight along with other biometrics, this was justified. Likewise, any minor differences in characteristics such as wing length post mortem due to
shrinkage (Evans 1964, Ewins 1985) would not
confound or invalidate analyses.
To determine inter-observer variation
in measurement, the biometrics of each bird
were recorded by eight observers (each of the
five authors and three volunteers listed in the
acknowledgements). All observers were experienced in taking biometrics. To avoid handedness affecting results (Helm & Albrecht 2000),
each recorder was right handed. Measurements
were undertaken using a blind protocol, whereby
each observer recorded a set of biometrics on
a form, which was then placed in a ballot box.
This ensured that each set of measurements was
independent of, and unbiased by, other record-
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er’s measurements. Then, to determine intraobserver variation across recording sessions,
each observer measured each bird twice more,
to give a total of three sets of records from
each observer for each bird (Lougheed et al.
1991, Yezerinac et al. 1992, Helm & Albrecht
2000). The order in which birds were measured
during the recording sessions was randomised
to avoid familiarity becoming a confounding
factor. Because of the ballot box system and the
randomised recording, observers were not able
to check their previous measurements and would
have been unlikely to remember the measurement of a specific parameter for a specific bird
across the separate recording sessions. The total
number of measurements was 3600 (25 birds
¥ 6 biometrics ¥ 8 observers ¥ 3 attempts per
observer).
Quantifying bird condition from
biometric measurements
Three different types of condition index were calculated from the biometric data. Firstly, Q-values
were calculated for each species by dividing a
size variable by weight (Gosler 2004). A simple
Q-value was calculated using a univariate measure of size (right wing length — the best single
measure of body size: Gosler et al. 1998), while
a more complex Q-value was calculated using
a multivariate measure of body size generated
using a Principal Components Analysis on the
whole suite of size biometrics (Rising & Somers

Table 1. Methods and equipment used to measure biometrics and precision of measurements taken.
Trait
Wing length
(both wings)

Equipment

150 mm or 300 mm
stopped wing rule
(NHBS Equipment,
Devon, UK)
Tarsus length
Vernier callipers
(both tarsi)
(Mitutoyo model 351,
Coventry, UK)
Bill length
As above
		
Weight
30 g, 60 g or 300 g
spring balance, as
appropriate (Pesola®,
Switzerland)

Method

Precision

Flattened-straightened wing method: the
distance from the carpel joint to the tip of the
longest primary wing feather (Svensson 1992)

1 mm

Minimum tarsus method: the distance between
the notch of the tarsal joint and the foot joint
(Gosler 2004)
Total bill length: the distance from the nasofrontal hinge to the dertrum (Gosler 2004)
Each bird was clipped to the balance using its
museum accession tag

0.1 mm
0.1 mm
1g
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1989). In our dataset, the first principal component, PC1, explained 72.9% of overall size.
Secondly, weight was regressed against size to
provide a series of standardised regression residuals (strong positive scores = good condition,
strong negative scores = poor condition) (Jakob
et al. 1996). Again, a simple (univariate) version
of the index was created using right wing length
and a more complex (multivariate) version was
created using PC1 as above. Thirdly, condition
was assessed using a fluctuating asymmetry (FA)
approach, which utilises the difference in size of
bilateral traits (those found on both sides of one
individual bird) as a proxy for condition (Parsons 1992, Björklund 1996, Møller 1997). Both
tarsus and wing asymmetries were quantified. In
both cases, the absolute difference between the
sides was quantified and this was then divided
by the mean of the two measurements to give an
asymmetry index that was related to trait length.
This FA index, which has trait-size correction
at an individual level, is known as FA2 (Palmer
1994, Palmer & Strobeck 2003).
Statistical analyses
Baseline variability
To examine the relative variability of different
biometrics, the coefficient of variation (CV) was
calculated and expressed as a percentage [CV =
(standard deviation/mean) ¥ 100]. This relative
approach has been used in previous studies of
biometric variability (Pankakoski et al. 1987)
as it allows variability to be compared directly,
even when mean trait size differs significantly
(Fowler & Cohan 1996). To quantify intraobserver variation, a CV value was calculated
using each of the three separate measurements
of each trait of each bird by the same individual
(resulting in six trait-specific values per bird, per
observer). To quantify inter-observer variation, a
CV value was calculated using the mean measurement of each trait of each bird by the eight
different observers (resulting in six trait-specific
values per bird). The same approach was used to
assess variability of the condition indices calculated using the biometrics data. The mean (± SE)
CV value for each trait was calculated to assess
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which trait or condition index was least subject
to intra- and inter-observer variability.
To determine whether measurement variability was related to the size of the bird, traitspecific CV values were regressed against the
size of that trait, while condition-specific CV
values were regressed against the overall size of
the bird (PC1), in a series of regression analyses.
To determine any directional bias in the precision with which measurements of bilateral traits
(wing and tarsi) could be taken, CV values were
compared on a per-observer basis using an individual non-parametric Wilcoxon sign-rank test.
Finally, to establish whether inter-observer variability differed according to whether repeated
measurements from each single observer were
summarised using the mean or the median as the
measure of central tendency, Levene’s test was
calculated.
Measurement error
Percentage measurement errors (%ME) were calculated for each biometric and condition index.
This details the relative amount of variation in
a parameter that is due to measurement error
rather than “true” biological variation, based on
the fact that repeated measurements (within or
among observers) should yield the same result.
This method has been used in previous studies of
biometrics (e.g. Lougheed et al. 1991, Yezerinac
et al. 1992) and was applied as per Bailey and
Byrnes (1990), using within- and among-bird
components of variance (i.e. the amount of variance derived from measurement variability and
biological variability, respectively). Measurement error was calculated from these parameters
as follows:
(1)
Statistical differences resulting from intraand inter-observer variability
To analyse the relative importance of intraand inter-observer variability, individual twoway repeated measures ANOVAs (one for each
trait or condition index) were calculated, as per
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Fig. 1. Mean coefficient of variation (CV) values for measurements of biometrics showing (a) intra-observer variation and (b) inter-observer variation; and for condition indices based on the biometrics showing (c) intra-observer
variation and (d) inter-observer variation. Error bars show standard error of the mean; n = 25 birds measured three
times each by eight different observers.

Palmeirim (1998) but using the GreenhouseGeisser method to compensate for sphericity.
In all cases, ‘observer’ (n = 8) and ‘attempt’
(n = 3) were defined as fixed factors and the
interaction term was calculated. These analyses
allowed the importance of within-observer and
among-observer variances to be quantified relative to variation among specimens, and allowed
any interactions between these parameters to be
quantified (a significant interaction being evidence of observers differing in their ability to
take consistent measurements). To explore such
interactions further, trends in precision of biometric and condition index values between the
three recording sessions were calculated by comparing, on a per-bird basis, the deviation between
each record that each observer made and the
mean of all measurements, from all observers, for that bird. The mean deviation for each
observer ¥ attempt combination from the grand
mean was then calculated for each biometric/
index, with increasing precision being signified
by a decrease in deviance from the grand mean
between the recording sessions (and vice versa).
All statistics were calculated using SPSS 16
for Windows. To allow for multiple analyses
being undertaken on non-independent data (different biometrics of the same bird), standard

Bonferroni corrections were applied to significance values in the repeated measures ANOVA
and regression analyses, whereby significance
values were multiplied by six (as there were six
related biometrics and biometric-based condition
indices).

Results
Baseline variability
Coefficient of variation (CV) values indicated
substantial variability in biometric measurements both between repeated measurements by
the same observer (mean = 5.1%) and between
measurements by different observers (mean
= 7.1%). However, when condition indices
were calculated based on these biometrics, the
amount of variability within and among observers increased by almost an order of magnitude
(mean = 41.5% and 66.8%, respectively), suggesting that numerous small errors in measurements are magnified during the calculation of
biometric-based condition indices (Fig. 1).
Although there were differences in CV
values for different individual birds, there were
no significant relationships between trait- or con-
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dition-specific CV values and bird size (quantified using trait size or PC1, as appropriate)
either within or among observers (regression
analysis: F1,23 < 0.27 and P > 0.606 in all cases;
tests not shown). There was no difference in
inter-observer variability when repeated measurements from individual observers were summarised using the median rather than the mean
(Levene’s test: W1,398 < 0.050 and P > 0.824 in all
cases; tests not shown).
Measurement error
As suggested by the CV values, the percentage of
variability in traits or indices that was accounted
for by measurement error was often high (Table
2). Overall, %ME was lowest for intra-specific
biometric measurements, higher for inter-specific biometric measurements, higher again for
intra-specific condition estimates and highest of
all for inter-specific condition estimates. However, there was substantial variation, in each of
the aforementioned categories, among different
parameters. For example, %ME in wing length
Table 2. Percentage of variability in different parameters
accounted for by measurement error (%ME) rather than
“true” biological differences. Values were determined
using Eq. 1 following the ANOVA analysis (see Methods). “Repeatability” can be calculated from the figures
given below by subtracting the %ME value from 100.
Measurement error (%ME)

Biometrics
Left wing
Right wing
Left tarsus
Right tarsus
Bill
Weight
Mean
Condition Indices
Simple Q-value
Complex Q-value
Simple residual
Complex residual
Wing asymmetry
Tarsus asymmetry
Mean

Intra-specific

Inter-specific

1.01
0.92
25.49
25.01
8.18
3.07
12.53

1.21
0.97
48.50
51.07
6.34
5.34
22.44

4.62
18.03
11.52
20.18
87.47
84.00
37.64

8.05
36.20
20.63
55.49
90.87
89.66
50.15
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was low (ca. 1%), while for tarsus measurements
it was ca. 25% intra-specifically and ca. 50%
inter-specifically. As regards condition estimates,
%ME ranged from 4.6% to 87.5% intra-specifically and from 8.1% to 90.9% inter-specifically.
In both cases, the simple Q-value was the least
error-prone index while tarsus asymmetry was
the most error-prone.
The importance of imprecise
measurements: statistical differences
resulting from intra- and inter-observer
variability
Given the high variability and %ME rates, it
was not surprising that when data were analysed
statistically using a repeated measures ANOVA,
there were significant differences between measurements (Table 3). Four of the six biometrics differed significantly among observers,
with only weight and right wing length being
consistent. Biometrics were more consistent in
repeated measurements by the same observer;
the only two traits to differ significantly were
left wing length and bill length. All condition
indices were very variable (Fig. 1b and d); four
indices differed significantly among observers
(only the simple Q-value and the simple regression residual index — the only indices to use
weight and right wing length alone — gave
consistent results), while three indices (the complex regression residual and both asymmetry
indices) differed significantly when compared
intra-specifically.
There were significant interactions (Table
3) between the ‘observer’ and ‘attempt’ factors
for three biometrics (left wing length, left tarsus
length and right tarsus length), suggesting that
observers differed in their ability to take consistent measurements. There was also a significant
interaction between ‘observer’ and ‘attempt’ for
two condition indices (complex Q-value index
and complex regression residual index; both
condition indices that used the three biometrics
with significant interaction terms). Most of these
interactions occurred because some individuals
improved the precision with which they took
particular biometric measurements as the study
progressed (i.e. they were better in recording
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session three than in recording session one)
while others were consistent throughout (Table
4). In the case of the complex Q-value, precision of the estimates calculated using biometrics
increased as the recording sessions progressed
for two observers, decreased for two observers
and remained consistent for the remaining four
observers.
When intra-specific trait measurement was
considered on an individual-level to expand on
the interactions between intra- and inter-specific
variability outlined above, it was clear that there
were considerable differences in individual ability to record specific biometrics (Fig. 2). Most
people (observers 3–8) had most difficulty taking
repeatable tarsus measurements, but others
(observers 1 and 2) had most difficulty obtaining
consistent bill measurements. More strikingly,
the person who was most consistent at measuring right wing length was the least consistent
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at recording bill length (observer 2), the person
who was most consistent at recording weight
was the least consistent at recording right tarsus
length (observer 5), and the person who was
most consistent at recording left wing length was
the least consistent at recording weight (observer
8). As regards differences in measurements of
bilateral traits, 63% of observers achieved more
consistent right- than left-wing measurements,
while tarsus length measurements did not differ
(50% of observers were better on the left and
the other 50% were better on the right). There
was no significant directional bias in the measurement precision of bilateral traits when the
magnitude (as well as directionality) of measurements was analysed on a per-observer basis
using CV values (Wilcoxon sign-rank test: left
and right wings W+ = 9.50, W– = 26.50, n = 8, P
= 0.250; left and right tarsus W+ = 20, W– = 16,
n = 8, P = 0.844, respectively).

Table 3. Fully-factorial, two-way, repeated measures ANOVA results for biometrics and condition indices. The Greenhouse-Geisser method was used to compensate for sphericity and Bonferroni corrections were applied to significance values to allow for family-wise error (significant P’s are set in boldface). The reason for significant interactions
between observer and attempt was usually that some observers improved their ability to take precise measurements
during the course of the study (i.e. between recording sessions) while others remained consistent (see Table 4).
Biometrics

Indices

F

df

Observer
Left wing
Attempt		
Observer ¥ attempt		

7.198
3.193
3.294

2.417
1.435
3.083

Observer
Right wing
Attempt		
Observer ¥ attempt		

2.629
0.902
1.234

1.445
2.003
0.306

Observer
Left tarsus
Attempt		
Observer ¥ attempt		

22.596
0.908
3.427

4.294
1.710
5.695

Observer
Right tarsus 28.851
Attempt		
0.172
Observer ¥ attempt		
3.055
Observer
Bill
Attempt		
Observer ¥ attempt		
Observer
Weight
Attempt		
Observer ¥ attempt		

ANOVA factor

Trait

P

F

df

2.930
1.621
1.328

1.711
3.106
3.925

0.079
0.196
0.270

16.535
0.310
2.801

3.720
1.423
6.279

< 0.001
0.662
0.004

< 0.001
Simple residual
0.399		
0.004		

2.554
1.097
2.713

1.373
2.806
1.718

0.110
0.355
0.086

3.821
1.896
6.166

< 0.001
Complex residual
0.832		
0.008		

4.113
3.301
2.181

2.584
1.488
7.971

0.004
0.046
0.004

4.610
2.642
0.531

1.972
7.000
5.680

0.016
Wing asymmetry
0.014		
0.775		

6.135
4.947
0.683

3.142
7.000
4.641

0.001
< 0.001
0.627

1.506
1.284
0.811

0.238
0.292
0.524

0.238
Tarsus asymmetry 26.740
0.292		
20.962
0.524		
0.613

3.914
7.000
6.624

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.735

Type

< 0.001
Simple Q-value
0.060		
0.020
0.104
Complex Q-value
0.414		
0.306		

P
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Weight

Biometric CV value

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

1

2

3

4

Observer

5

Discussion
General findings: baseline variability and
measurement error
The validity of research conclusions is always
dependent upon robust and reliable data that are
Table 4. Trends in precision of biometric and condition
index values between the three recording sessions.
Values were calculated by comparing, on a per-bird
basis, the deviation between each record that each
observer made and the mean of all measurements,
from all observers, for that bird. The mean deviation for
each observer ¥ attempt combination for the mean was
then calculated for each biometric/index, with increasing precision being signified by a decrease in deviance
from the overall mean between the recording sessions.
Significant interactions between observer ¥ attempt, as
quantified in Table 3, are shown by an asterisks.
Precision Precision Precision
increased decreased consistent
Biometrics
Left wing*
Right wing
Left tarsus*
Right tarsus*
Bill
Weight
Condition indices
Simple Q-value
Complex Q-value*
Simple residual
Complex residual*
Wing asymmetry
Tarsus asymmetry

5
0
3
3
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
1

2
7
5
5
8
7

1
4
2
2
1
1

0
0
0
2
1
1

7
4
6
4
6
6

6

7

8

Fig. 2. Mean coefficient of
variation (CV) values for
individual biometrics of 25
birds measured 3 times
each shown for each
observer.

appropriately analysed. Research using biometric data, therefore, relies on accurate measurements, which are consistent within and, where
necessary, among observers (Krebs & Singleton
1993). However, this study suggests that both
intra- and inter-observer variation can be substantial, and significant, sources of error. As
expected, inter-observer variability was higher
than intra-observer variability for all parameters.
More importantly, our data suggest that numerous small errors in multiple biometric parameters do not simply cancel one another out during
calculations of condition indices (as they do
when PC1 is calculated using PCA: Lougheed
et al. 1991), but rather become magnified, such
that they could have a important effect on condition estimates. Again, inter-specific variation
is higher than intra-specific variation for these
condition indices. This is apparently the first
time that this has been quantified, and as such
it has important implications for research that
uses condition indices. As suggested by the high
levels of variability, the relative percentage of
trait or condition-index variability that is the
result of measurement error, rather than “true”
biological variability, is substantial. Measurement errors are, in general, higher for condition indices than for straight biometric data and
higher among observers than between repeated
measurements by a single observer (Table 2). It
should be noted that as our measurements were
taken on museum specimens also means that the
variability and measurement error values quantified here are likely to be conservative as observ-
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ers did not have to measure and restrain the birds
simultaneously.
As there were no significant relationships
between bird size and either intra- or interobserver variability in biometrics and associated
condition indices, we conclude that relative variability (as quantified using CV values to ensure
that variability is not scale-dependent) is independent of size. This differs from some previous
studies (e.g. Pankakoski et al. 1987, Yezerinac et
al. 1992, Palmeirim 1998), which found significantly higher relative variability in small traits
in skeletal parameters, but agrees with others
(e.g. Lougheed et al. 1991), which found no
such relationship. The similarity of measurement
of left and right wings is not surprising since
observers were universally right handed (Helm
& Albrecht 2000), while the lack of a directional
difference in measurement precision of tarsus
length was expected since the bird is held in the
same relative attitude for both measurements
(Goodenough et al. 2008).
Specific patterns
Our analyses show a consistent pattern — generally traits with high CV values have high %ME
values and differ significantly (P < 0.05) among/
within observers. Like Lougheed et al. (1991)
and Palmeirim et al. (1998), we found substantial differences in both intra- and inter-observer
errors across different parameters. As regards
biometrics, those with definite landmarks at both
ends that were clear and unambiguous (e.g. wing
length) had lower CV and %ME levels than traits
that were more subjective — this has previously
been noted for skeletal parameters (Palmeirim
et al. 1998). As regards biometrics, right wing
length and weight (both of which had low CV
and comparatively low %ME values) were the
only biometrics not to differ among different
observers. Although some variability was noted
in these parameters as per Nisbet et al. (1970),
the lack of a significant difference among observers agrees with previous studies on a range of
bird species (Arendt & Faaborg, 1989). Moreover, the fact that wing length is the measure
with the least variability both intra- and interspecifically agrees with Gosler et al. (1998) who
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found this to be the most consistent linear avian
biometric within observers. As regards condition indices, the measurements based upon right
wing length and weight alone (simple Q-value
and simple residual) were the least variable, the
least error-prone and the only indices not to differ
significantly within or among observers. Importantly, the multivariate indices, which might often
be thought of as superior given their increased
complexity, were much more error-prone than
their univariate equivalents.
The fact that observers differ in their ability to take different biometrics suggests that
rather than certain observers being better than
others across the whole suite of measurements,
different observers have different strengths and
weaknesses. This in itself is interesting and,
apparently has not been previously documented.
It is also interesting to note that some biometrics
were taken with equal precision by all observers
(e.g. bill) while for others, some observers were
consistent throughout but others improved with
increasing familiarisation (e.g. both tarsi measurements). On an individual basis, all observers
had at least two biometrics that they were consistent in recording and two that they took with
increasing precision as the study progressed.
Occasionally, some measurements were taken
with decreasing precision by some observers
over the successive recording sessions (both
wing lengths by the same single observer and
bill by a different single observer), suggesting that familiarity can be disadvantageous in
some cases. As regards the condition indices, the
complex residual index decreased in precision
as the study progressed for two observers, probably because recording of individual biometrics
improved at different rates, with size biometrics
being taking with increasingly greater precision
but weight being recorded consistently, such that
the relationship between weight and size, which
the residual index is based upon, became less
precise.
Implications
The high levels of variability and measurement
error is concerning given that “significant” differences in biometrics between treatment groups
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or “significant” relationships between biometrics
and environmental variables are often based on
data with a very restricted range, such that error
rates need to be low in order for them not to
become confounding. It is most likely that high
variability would lead to an increased risk of
Type I error as increased variability can decrease
the chance of finding significant differences
between groups. Of greater concern is the potential for high ME levels to cause an increase in
Type II errors. This is only likely if there is a systematic bias in measurement, which is not suggested here but could occur in some studies (e.g.
those using data from both right and left handed
field workers), or autocorrelation between %ME
and some other environmental variable within
the study. Given the interaction between familiarisation/experience and measurement precision
for some, but not all, observers in this study, it is
possible that studies analysing temporal change
in biometrics could be affected by a change in
%ME (which would be difficult to factor out
given that it appears to occur unequally, affecting some observers but not others and acting on
a per-biometric basis).
Recommendations
Given that variability and measurement error are
both lower in the intra-observer data than they are
intra-specifically, we suggest that research should
use biometric data collected by a single recorder
whenever possible. When this is not possible,
data should be checked using some repeated
measures data to check that error rates are low
enough not to confound analyses (e.g. Goodenough et al. 2008). Variables with high error
rates should either be excluded from subsequent
analyses (Palmeirim et al. 1998) or results based
on analyses of such data should interpreted with
caution. Alternatively, multiple repeat measurements can be averaged to reduce the effect of ME
(Yezerinac et al. 1992). Our analyses do not suggest that there is any advantage in using median
measurements over mean measurements. In order
to reduce the risk of high ME rates at source, we
recommend that biometrics based on clearlyidentifiable and unambiguous landmarks — such
as wing length for birds (this study) or the dis-
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tance between the tip of the shell and the top of
the aperture for snail shells (Bailey & Byrnes
1990) — are used. Given the magnification of
error rates in the calculation of condition indices, the type of condition index used in a given
study should be carefully considered. The least
variable (i.e. most consistent within and among
observers) condition indices, based on the data
analysed here, are the simple Q-value and the
simple residual index. We suggest that these two
condition indices might be superior to other indices, although this does need to be tested in other
taxonomic groups. It should also be noted that the
six main assumptions underpinning use of regression residuals (Green 2001) should be tested fully
as per Schulte-Hostedde et al. (2005) prior to this
technique being used since low observer variability does not equate axiomatically to statistical
validity. As fluctuating asymmetry appears to be
particularly prone to error (ca. 90% of variability
in tarsus and wing asymmetry measurements
was due to ME), we concur with several other
recent studies (e.g. Hogg et al. 1995) and suggest
that FA might be inappropriate for quantifying
biological condition, at least in some situations.
We recommend that an FA approach should be
used with extreme caution, particularly in studies
that use measurements from multiple observers,
and that any studies should use FA measures that
account for %ME (such as the measurements
FA10a or FA10b, which describe the average difference between sides after ME has been factored
out using actual data (mm) or proportional data,
respectively; Palmer 1994, Palmer & Strobeck
2003, Bechshøft et al. 2008).
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